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Dissent At W .B.C. C. 
by Morris Stafford 
This school year, the entire 
campus has been made aware of the 
trmemdous amount of controversy 
that exists here at BCC. Most 
recently , the communications 
center. WBCC, managed to get 
involved in the chaos plagueing this 
campus. 
Information from reliable sources. 
released to the Communicator 
reveals the following: 
• The unjustified suspension of 
milnaging and staff members. 
• The bureaucratic and dictatorial 
policies of General Manager. 
Kenneth Kephart. 
• The failure of Mr. Kephart to 
purchase new equipment, and a 
demand by staff for an investigation 
of the finances of WBCC. 
On Thursday, April 11, a group of 
staff members met to discuss the 
present state of affairs at WBCC. In 
the words ot one member, "there 
has been a great deal of 
questionable decisions made at this 
radio station by the manager." He 
further added, "we are now coming 
together to get answers to our 
inquiries, and I believe something 
will be done to resolve these 
problems." 
Among the many grievences 
discussed at the meeting by the 
staff, were: 
1. An end to the unworkable 
bureaucracy that students are forced 
into, working 20 to 30 hours or 
more, and reduction of excessive 
!paperwork. 
2. The roles of assistent managers 
whould be clearly defined. 
3. The purchase of new and better 
equipment. According to one staff 
member, no new equipment has 
been purchased since 1976. The 
only purchase made recently was for 
two turntables, an equalizer and a 
reel to reel tape recorder. Which 
ildd-:; up to the paltry amount of 700 
or dOO $. The station receives 
erW! :<Jh funds from the school to 
enill.,!e it to make better upgrades 
thun the ones shown above. 
Mr. Mitch Kahn, former chief 
engineer. reportedly forced out last 
year because of a disagreement with 
Ken Kephart, general manager, 
about the use of equipment that 
wouldn't function properly. 
Mr. Kahn contends that the 
equipment was no good. Since then, 
the apparatus broke down three 
times. 
4 An end to the $5.00 fee 
members must pay each semester, 
and an explanation to the 
whereabouts of this money. 
5. An end to the enormous 
violations of station policies by Mr. 
Kekhart, such as approving 
members for managing positions 
without a third class broadcasting 
license. and having more than one 
assistent manager without the 
approval of the entire managing 
staff. 
6. Reinstatement of John Graves 
as Production Manager, his former 
position . Mr. Graves' unfair 
suspension was the focal point of 
the latest staff rebellion which 
occurred before the April 11th 
meeting. He was suspended without 
notice, written or otherwise, or 
reason, Mr. Graves requested a. 
hearing which was eventually 
granted, but with the stipulation that 
he could not have counsel at this 
hearing. Mr. Graves was later 
readmitted to the staff. but only as a 
novice member. 
To make matters worse. it's been 
reported that John Graves was 
replaced by Paul Crawford, an 
unlicensed student who is a new 
member to the radim staff. Persons 
close to the board (managing) say 
that Mr. Crawford should not be on 
the board because a student should 
be active with the station for more 
than one semester. At the time of 
his appointment, Mr. Crawford had 
not served the required amount of 
time on the station, and neither did 
he have a broadcast license. Fur-
thermore, it was learned that the 
student status (whether they are 
presently matri<.:ulated or . not) of 
certain board members is 
questionable. If in fact there are non· 
students on the board. WBCC is in 
violation of its own constitution. The 
names of the members in question 
will not be exposed until the facts 
can be established and a full in-
vestigation is conducted. 
In addition to the many program 
deficiencies, a number of 
Management and staff members are 
complaining about the financial 
operation of the station. According 
to these members, major financial 
decisions are made among a few 
individuals and rarely are there 
financial reports made available to 
staff members. The staff members 
contend that a thorough and ac· 
curate investigation of financial 
affairs at the station. 
Furthermore, there are a number 
Program Planners: Prof. Evelyn Kish. Student Development, and Ms. Johanna Duncan, Special Services 
of unexplained disbursement orders. Bronx Community College. was 
the most recent being an order made allowed to make a professional tape 
out to the Chuck McKibben with the aid of WBCC facilities. 
Broadcast Service for over $200. It Attempts were made to contact 
is questionable as to whether or not Ken Kephart and Faculty Advisor 
the service exists. In addition , during Peter Velez for comment but the 
December 1977, Mr. McKibben. efforts made by the Communicator 
who isn't a student or an alumni of were unsuccessful. 
Career Discovery 
Bronx Community College will hold its annual CAREER DISCOVERY 
DAY on THURSDAY, MAY 18, from 10:00 a.m. to 3:00p.m. in 
COMMUNITY HALL. 
This program will bring to the college community representatives from 
leading businesses and industries as well as hospitals and governmental 
agencies on the federal , state. and city levels. Over one·hundred invitations 
were sent out and among those who have confirmed their participation are 
Mobil Oil Corp., General Electric, Metropolitan Life. Seventeen Magazine, 
National Broadcasting Company, Haskins Sells - CPA's, The United 
States Civil Service Commission. New York City Department of Em· 
ployment, Prospect Hospital, Equai Employment Opportunity Commission, 
Freedom National Bank, American Stock Exchange, Blue Cross-Blue 
Shield, and many others. 
The representatives from these companies will be available to answer 
questions regarding different types and levels of career opportunities within 
their places of employment. Emphasis will also be placed on the different 
kinds of entry·level jobs usually available. relating this information to the 
different kinds of entry-level jobs usually available, relating this information 
to the different curricula offered at BCC. 
Since many BCC graduates pursue further degrees by transferring to 
senior colleges. students will also be able to gather vital information 
regarding opportunities for advancement with further education, tuition 
refund for continuing studies at night (many large companies provide this as 
a fringe benefit) and ask questions regarding special programs for minorities. 
In citing the importance of adequate career information prior to making a 
career decision, Prof. Evelyn Kish of the Department of Student Develop· 
ment told the Communicator: "Our students will profit greatly from in-
formation about the structure of the world of work and should obtain this 
information BEFORE graduation and ideally BEFORE making career 
decisions. Since the work environment plays an important role in deter· 
mining over·all job satisfaction, I would like to see our students consider how 
many ways and in how many different places they can pursue a particular 
interest or apply knowledge and skills gained while in college. 
Too often workers are categorized according to what is immediately 
visible ill a given job-setting. Thus, banks are for teller~. secretaries, possible 
accountants. The truth is that there is a whole gamut of careers in larg•· 
corporations such as banks-lawyers. personnel managers, educational 
media specialists. etc. Most banks have dealings all over the world. and 
therefore they hire bilingual secretaries for their foreign trade departments. 
Just recently a recruiter from a leading bank came to BCC to interview 
June '78 executive secretarial and accounting grilduates but later agreed t•' 
interview Liberal Arts graduates who have gcxxl communication skills anc 
can type 50 w.p.m. She sees an entry-lewl job such as secretarial work c 
good spring-board for Liberal Arts students to mow on to positions of higher 
responsibility and better pay given further education and training. 
This kind of information is very helpful to our students to help them plan 
the career direction they might wish to pursue-but planning should be done 
NOW. not a month before graduation. 
Along the same lines of thinking, Ms. Johanna Duncan of the Special 
Services Project explained that she feels that; lt is absolutely ESSENTIAL 
for our students to be provided with first -hand information about realistic 
hiring practices. 
The over -all coordinators for this big even I are Prof. Evelyn Kish of the 
Department of Student Development and Ms. Johanna Duncan of the 
Special Services Project. Prof Jacinto Suarez of the Business and Com· 
merce Department will coordinate efforts in getting the BCC faculty and staff 
involved. Prof. Doris Bluth of Secretarial Studies and Prof. Mae Goldberg of 
Student Development are inviting high schools in the Bronx and Manhattan 
and Mr. James A. Stitt of the Special Services Project will coordinate the 
Hospitality efforts . 
Forfurther information contact (212) 367-7300 ext. 253 or ext. 647. 
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Senator Raiz 
Let'!! Get Involved! are invited to attend, and listen to 
Since January, 1978 Senator the members .of our community 
Israel Ruiz, Jr., New York State - speak out on issues affecting us. 
Senator for the 31st District, has You can play an active role in our 
held monthly community meetings community, please attend. 
in his Bronx office. These meetings Date: Sunday, May 21, 1978 
have become an important link Time: 2:00p.m. 
between the residents of his Place: . 948 Anderson · Avenue, 
senatorial district and their Bronx, NY 
le-~~. . 
Won't you come to the next ) P~one: 681·4440/992·6515 
meeting, where other public officials Flora N. Danield 
.. .... . . "" 
• 
Rates: 
Fun: 
lnstr: 
RIDICULOUS!. 
A TENNIS .CAMP in the Bronx? 
0 high 0 reasonable rZ ridiculous 
0 dull 0 jolly !;(ridiculous 
0 fair 0 assiduous Q ridiculous 
St. James Park - $60, five 3-hour sessions, Mon.-Fri. 
Between Fordham & Klngsbridge Roads, one block 
west of Grand COncourse. 
Tel: 924-8403 (24 hr. answering service) 
··~ 
r."!!"o .~ • 
SPRING DANCE 
presented by 
Stildent.Goveninient· 
_on Friday, May 19,1978 
10 p.m.- 3 a.m. 
in SILVER HALL 
.. ~-· 
starTing Ricardo Marrero and the Group 
and a WBCC DJ 
FREE FOOD. BEER. WINE. SODA 
and PARKING 
Advance nckets available on campus or in Rooms 304, 310 and 312 
of the Student Center · 
SWDENTS $2.00 NON-SnJDENrS$3.00 
OOORPRIZESTOTAUNG $100 
• D • • D 0 • D • 
T.A.P~, APPLICATIONS 
FOR 1978/79 
• 
The T.A.P. Center will be open starting Tuesday, May 9, 1978, In Loew 
HaU; Monday thru Thrusday, 9 a.m. to 7 p.m. and.Friday, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. 
Please bring your or ~ parent's New York State Income Tax Return for 
1977. 
Students wishing to use T.A.P. for Summer Session must submit their 
T.~.P. applicaion before May 30, 1978. · 
REMINDER!! . F.A.F. 
APPLICATIONS 
If yoU have not submitted your financial Aid Apphcation for 1978n9, 
please do so quickly. Time is running out! Your F.A.F. must be received at 
the Appbcation Review Center by May 31, 1978. After that date, we cannot 
guarantee that we can take any.rnore applications, or If we do, that you will 
get ftOancial assistance for 1978/79. 
· The F.A.F. applications are available at Sage in the Learning Center, 
Monday thru Thursday, 9 a.m. to 9 p.m;, Friday, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. and 
Saturday 10 a:m. to 3 p.m. The Application Review Center, Loew HaU, Rm. 
210, Is open Monday thru Thursday, 9 a.m to 7 p.m. and Friday, 9 a.m. to 4 
p.m. 
Remeinbel'-the deadline d8te is MAY 31st, 1978!!1 
The Communicator 
Workshop 
on 
First-Hand 
Experience 
-A College degree is no longer a 
sure passport to a better job. 
Employers also look for good grades 
and work experience (either paid or 
on volunteer capacity). Before 
graduating, a student can take 
advantage of many programs which 
provide some kind ' of work ex· 
perience. Many of these programs 
also offer the advantage of 
receimany programs which provide 
some kind of work experience. Many 
of these programs also offer the 
advantage of receiving academic 
credit. 
A "Workshop on First·Hand 
Work Experience" which wdl ad· 
dress itself to this Issue will.be held 
on Thursday, May 11th, from 12·2 
p.m. in · Loew 200. Among the 
guests wUI be Mr. Jeremy Kasman, 
Ass't Director of College Volunteer 
Program of Mayor Koch's office, Mr. 
Jim Willard & Ms. Elaine Egues of 
the CUNY Baccalaureate Program, 
Prof. AI Pomeranz of Bronx 
Community College "Downtown 
Project," Dr. Ramona Salgado of 
Fieldwork courses in Health, and 
student participants currently 
enroUed in the Independent Studies 
Courses. 
F<?f Information, Call Prof. Evelyn 
Kish, Student Development Ext. 
254. 
Mayll, 1978 
Volunteer Student Awarded 
Nathan Prioleau started to work as a volunteer at Kingsbridge V A 
Hospital while taking Health 97. His assignment was working with 
physicaUy handicapped veterans and has worked in the activities for daily 
living program with physical therapists Dick Carter and Richard Iglesias. 
After finishing his assignment for the course Mr. Priolea~ continued to work 
at the hospital. Now he is receiving an award for 500 hours of volunteer 
service. 
Dear Doc 
by Dr; Allan Wolk, College Ombudsman 
Dear Doc, 
What's it all about? Why am I struggling to-get through college? There 
aren't any jobs waiting for me at the other end~' break my behind coming to 
school. I work at a reg\Jiar job, raise a family, and give up all my leisure hours 
to study. What's the bottom line? 
Signed . .. B.L. 
DearB.l. , 
In these quasi·depression days the economic pot of gold just ain't at the 
end of the proverbial rainbow. I think, however, that the financial future wm 
improve: I grant you that money is important. But, in my view, the bottom 
bne c_an not be calculated with a computer tabulating dollars and cents . I 
believe that a good education means several things: having the ability to 
communicate orally and in writing; to have a working grasp of many areas; 
and enhancing a self·confidence that will enable you to do more than "get 
over" in whatever situation arises. A good education can give you an innate 
inner satisfaction that Is yours for life. It can also set the stage for a more 
interesting mate and create a living example for your children to follow. That 
is the bottom line. 
Dear Doc, 
I hear that efforts are being made to revise the grading system. Is this true? 
signed-Maxine 
Dear Maxine, 
Yes, I'm happy to say. Professor Tyson, the Committee on Instruction, 
Dean Polowczyk, and many others, and I am looking into the feasibility of 
adding pluses (A, B +, C +, etc) to the regular grades. This would enable 
instructors and students to have truer grades. 
. DearDoc, . . 
I have no questions, just a comment. Those fifty turkeys that the student 
government gave away Thanksgiving were a blessing. My family hasn't had 
turkey in three years. It made my wife and little ones very-happy: Let's have 
more of this kind of thing. 
signed-A grateful man 
Signs of Spring 
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Raw Fruit and 
' . 
Vegetable Juices 
Herbal teas, raw fruits and 
vegetable juices can be a valuable 
aid in any individual's health regime. 
Consider an alternative to aspirins, 
uppers, downers, and over-the-
counter drugs. Many people who are 
nutritionally conscious these days 
have experienced that any one of 
these choices has proven beneficial. 
You, and you alone, are 
responsible for the result of how you 
nourish your body. The Life in your 
food is what counts . 
Your body is composed of billions 
of microscopic cells. Your very 
existence depends on th~m . They 
need nourishment, live and active 
nourishment. It depends on you, and 
on you alone whether the food you 
eat results in nutrition or 
malnutrition. 
VEGETABLE JUICES 
Carrot Juice: Rich in vitamins, is 
antiseptic, an alkalinizer, normalizes 
the blood. Good for anemia, skin . 
troubles, eyes, malnutrition, chronic 
infection, acidosis, helps to gain 
weight and aids in overcoming 
digestive disorders. 
Celery Juice: Is a solvent, rich in · 
vitamins, alkaline. Good for arthritis 
and other rheumatic troubles, 
nervous disorders, heart diseases, 
indigestion, colds, hardening of the 
_arUuies. end skin diseases. 
Cabbage Joice: Antiseptic, 
~leaner, great help in removing 
toxins from the system. Good for 
poor elimination, toxemia, and 
intestinar putrefaction. 
Cucumber Juice: A cleanser and 
diuretic. GoOd for cleansing the 
body of toxins; good for nerves, 
kidneys, and bladder. 
Spinach Juice: Very ric / in 
vitamins, a blood builder, and 
alkaline. Good for constipation, 
chronic infections, anemia, glan-
dular trouble; rich in iron. 
Parsley Juice: Laxative, blood 
builder, detoxicant. Good for 
gallstones, ga~ . elimination, anemia. 
Lettuce Juice: Rich in vitamins, 
alkaline, aids digestion, diuretic. 
Good for kidney disorders, goiter, 
lung trouble, ulcers anywhere in the 
body and nerves. 
Beet Juice: Alkaline, good for 
nerves, Good for anemia, allaying 
fevers, a blood builder. 
Tomato Juice: Very rich in · 
vitamins, alkaline. Good for 
acidosis, infections, liver, kidneys, 
anemia. 
Watercreaa Juice: . Vitamins, 
alkaline, a blood builder. Good for 
anemia, rheumatism atld infections. 
HOW TO USE SOME · 
FRUIT JUICES 
Lemon Juice: Very rich source of 
vitamin C; antiseptic alkaline, and 
tonic. Good for nerves, eyes, kid· 
neys. Helps dropsy, high blood 
pressure, catarrhs, rheumatism, 
arthritis, cleanses outside and in· 
side. 
Grapefruit Juice: Alkaline, many 
vitamins, laxative. Excellent for 
constipation, blood diseases, 
nerves, sleeplessness (taken hot 
upon retiring) acidosis and colds. 
Grapefruit Bitters: Made by 
grinding or chopping fine the whole 
grapefruit-peeling, pulp, fruit, and 
seeds; cover with water and allow to 
stand overnight. Pour off liquid, and 
drin~-hot or cold. Especially good 
for throat congestion, colds, 
sluggish digestion, and infections. 
Orange Juice: Very rich in 
vitamins; is alkaline. Excellent tonic; 
good for digestive weakness, 
acidosis , sluggish digestion, 
catarrah, and liver. 
The great Law of Life is 
REPLENISHMENT. If we do not 
eat, we die. Just as surely, if we do 
not eat the kind of food which wUI 
nourish the body constructively, we 
not only die prematurely, but we 
suffer along the way. 
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SPRING FESTIVAL OF POETRY AND MUSIC 
Thursday May 18, 1978 from 11 A.M. to 3 P.M. a Spring Festival of 
Poetry and Music will be held on the grassy mall adjacent to Silver Hall. At 
this time readings by such well known poets as Jayne Cortez, Alexis 
De"eaux, Gersami, Gylan Kain, Virgil Logan, Piri Thomas, Mervyn Taylor 
and performers wUI be delivered. 
In addition to poetry, the New York City Jazzmobile will entertain with 
music and song . 
• ,, . · !OJ complimenb the 'llct\vlt\es.: and program, Clubs and Organizations oi ------:,~. ~!!!!!!!~. !!-~.P!!.~!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!i@~!Piii!!~!il!ie~li.-;;;;.;3iC wilt serVe ffink;TOOcfS'f'Q ralse funds for their Individual clubs. 
Hostos · 
<Continued from Page 3) 
learning and living there, at the very 
least, inconvenient and most 
burdensome. Classrooms, as such, 
do not exist. Even partitions to 
separate classes, are lacking. As a 
result, one class' activities often 
interfere with another. There is no 
heat or hot water; no running water 
in the toilets above the third floor. 
The windows are locked, ·thereby 
preventing sufficient ventilation. 
THE B. H. E. AND CITY 
HAU DRAG THEIR FEET 
This situation is compounded by 
the disclosure made in a letter from 
B.H.E. to Community Board No. 1 
in the South Bronx, that the 
beginning .of renovation is scheduled 
for mid 1979 and the date of oc· 
cupancy scheduled for mid 1980. 
Hostos United views these plans 
as a direct threat to the school; since 
the Middle States Educational 
Association is due o pass on the 
school's accreditation before 
renovation begins. The organization 
is therefore planning to mount a 
broad-based and militant campaign 
in the next month to . get both the 
B.H.E. and City Hall to recognize 
the urgency of Hostos' situation and 
do whatever is necessary to 
promptly deploy the . funds , 
resources and personnel needed to 
renovate the 500 Grand Concourse 
building in such a way as would 
allow Hostos to at least partially use 
it's facilities . 
As a spokesperson for Hostos 
United noted, "Once again the 
powers that be have mistakenly 
·associated Hostos' lack of size with 
lack of power. We intend to show 
them how wrong they are!" 
The C·aribbean Students 
Association 
of 
BronX Community College 
Presents 
Live 
Steel ·· 
Band . 
Sounds 
Max of 
Romeo Creation 
Band 
On Friday, May 12th from 6 P.M. 
'Til Their Annual Caribbean 
Festival 
University Ave. & 180th St. 
#4 Train to Burnside Ave. 
Walk west to University Ave. 
Bring the Family 
And Make It a Party 
of 
·Mothers Day 
Weekend 
Donation $2.00 
This event promises to be the highlight of the Spring season for BCC and 
should attract a huge crowd. 
The Black, Puerto Rican, and Caribbean Studies Option and the Office of 
Student Activities are sponsoring this program. 
Book Review 
by Harry Roman ! 
Do you find that you're tired by 
the time you're ready for dinner? Are 
you overweight? Is it hard for you to 
.get up in the morning and start the 
day feeling strong and alert? Do you 
get into situations that you later 
regret? If you suffer from any of 
these maladies, then you will find 
Yoga for Physical Fitness an 
interesting and helpful book. I'm not 
saying that just reading this book 
you will overcome any or all of the 
above, but you may find that the 
healthy feeling you develop !rom 
doing these exercises will make you 
do things better than you are right 
now. 
Richard Hittleman may be familiar 
to you from T.V. He has a syn-
dicated program on channel 13 
called "Yoga for Health." It's usually 
on late · at night or early in the 
morning. There are many aspects to 
yoga. In this book the author speaks 
about hatha yoga, which is the 
name for yoga exercise. This differs 
from yoga for spiritual enlighten-
ment, which would consist of the 
study of meditation and the yogi's 
conception of God. 
The book starts out by describing 
the ways yoga is beneficial to a 
general public: For example, he 
explains how we lack a good, 
simple, easy and effective way to 
exercise. Then he tells us how we 
can fit yoga into our daily lives ef· 
fortlessly. One thing which should 
be of interest to those of us who are 
not used to exercise is that you can 
do 10 minutes of hatha yoga and 
: ( ' I ' I ' , I I I . 
instead of feeling exhausted, as in 
weightlifting, you feel relaxed. 
Another interesting thing is the 
significant weight loss and losing of 
appetite (not hunger which is 
natural) which occurs with these 
~ercises . 
In describing the exercises,' the 
author first shows us with 
illustrations how to do the exercises 
and in a few short paragraphs! 
immediately following the 
description he explains to us what 
benefits we will get from the par· 
ticular exercise. And he also gives us 
hints to help us do the exercise more 
thoroughly . . One exercise anyone 
can enjoy doing is the alternate 
· nostril breathing. 
You may find it difficult and hard 
to continue. But these exercises are 
cumulative, and the more you try 
them, the better you do them. You 
can even do a headstand if you 
follow instructions. Hittleman 
explains that one you learn these 
exercises, or postures as they are 
called, correctly, you always feel the 
advantages you're getting from 
practicing them. 
If what you h(!ve read has sparked 
interest in yoga, then I suggest you 
thoroughly read Yoga for 
Physical Fitness. You will find 
that there cal'l only be benefits 
realized from studying hatha yoga. 
Some of you may like exercising to 
develop muscles . By combining 
these types to promote muscle 
growth with hatha yoga, you will live 
a more healthy life. 
' ' , ,. ' I I I o ' I t I o " • I I I I., f 
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by Nat "P" Plant 
All· Americans, Cle111 Easton and Peter Beltrez, led the BCC track team's 
mile-relay team to a college record setting time at the lona relays, April23. 
Bernard Nesby and Leon Agard were the other two members of the relay . · 
team. Both took the peg from each other and sprinted to leads in each's 
quarter· mile. 
-Another relay team ~lso did very well at this meet; the 440 yard. Bernard 
Nesby anchored the relay and lost in a photo finish, to place second in the 
-event. 
Leroy Carver had an outstanding meet. He placed second in the triple 
, jump and third in the long jump. 
' . . 
, ~y t~.n~f8 ieP:Qrter the books when Sewsanker Saroop, In spite ot the high winds and low 
~nker Soroop . known for his baseline game, lobbed temperatUre, the netmen made a 
For die fttst time,· Bronx Com· his way to an easy win in straight clean sweep against Westchester. 
mu~lty College's 'fenn!s team ~ets 6-J.., 6-2 .. Promising Dave Diaz Ted .~~ll, plaW}g; number one, 
finished lsi In the Metropolitan served-another ~inner with his .long smasheq;his ~pt 6-3 and 6-0. 
· ~ · Coot~. team · rallying; cons t'eot ~~...rcmd 9QQd Tony M~ vOne to a 6:9 a,nd 6-_ 
Je_leated asfifQn: lns tltu-te, ' ·net ~QaJJ1e, 6-a , ana ·o. Sylva 1· wjru, }>'i- · . ia. rallied~out his. 
Kingsboro Co~unlty,Westchester Jollbois playing number . one, opponef:lt, .~nq;:h~~i;bagel job 6.() 
C~unlty and wdl play in theSub- dropped his first set:in a ti~-breaker,' and 6,0:. ~~~er Saroop twq-
reglonals T ~ame.nt. but with his . powerful serve, came · handed ·nis· ~n 6·1 and 6-1. Tile 
Against · Fashion Ins,tltute, vic· back demolishing hi$ oppo11~nt 6-7, doubles ~earn of .Jon, B.ow~­
torles came from Theodore Small- 6-3 and 64. Dependable, Netlson Sewsanker Saroop .dpwned th~ir 
S-3, Dave Diaze-6-\ , :Q-3, Ao~ony Meredith had -a c~ first set, but in opponents S-1. 
Miura-6-1/ -:.fi·2' ~.~p ·~· Neilson hiS. ~s~r S,h~nihard style went •. 
Meredtth-6-1, 6-3. The doubles through his opponent 7-6 and 6-3. · The netrnen. credit their improved 
team of Meredlth-Siroop woo their He .. has been oonsistent against playjng·to their hard:wOrking friend, 
share 6-3. tough teams. Flashy, -Theodore .. , Coa~h Frank Wong .. He is con-
In front of a few cheeripg.fans, the "Ted" Small won by defau!t, but he sldered by the team as "Fatherly 
team was In high spirits for the is a very talented player. J-ie .has. a Frank". · :. :· .'. · 
decisive .-gain· against Klngsboro good chanc;e in the Sub·Regicinals Congratulations and best-of-luck 
Community C.ollege. Bronx was in along with Sylvan Jolibois. In the Sub-Regionals! 
. •. t ,, ' 
App~~lfor . 
··Paddleball 
' ... •I 
: by Robert Figueroa· 
' . 
.. Jimene~,: ·Sypher 
. w·· "· ·tn 
1he school's administration and 
HL T & P. E~:Qepartrrient ·must awa- ~: . ~ddleQall club held its 
ken from the·lfidolent position it has .annual~- ~lil9les .. l9W'flat:rMmts · at the 
taken tOW.ara the paddle ball court~ ~q:: Courts. April 27. 54 persons 
next toAh.irnnfG_ym. ' ' · partiCi~.t~ in the three week long 
Brom( · Cdmmunity · · College · tournament. · Jimmy Jimenez, the 
paddleball Coiirt~ ' '(actually handball ·,. club's .president and ~ounder, ~on 
courts) are ·presently treated with the m~~ . singles, followed by Jose 
. phleQJ!latlC ·,malice.' T 0 repair or Rio~, and Abe Ba~rta who finished 
replace . the dilapidated wooden ~hird . 
structures that pass as w!\lls on the. · . 
paddleball. /·courts would only Cathy _Sypher, our all-American, 
enhance the·beauty of our campus, all-aroun~ athletic dynamo, won the 
and make OV.er 200 paddleball I,'Jomens singles by defeating the 
· playing students overtly happy. . favorite to win the tournament 
Just as · other varsity sports on . Yvette Va~uez . E\lelYn Figueroa 
campus have their own fields and finished third. 
,.,, 
~-· ~fJ:~e ~pprts 
·-.··Camp 
Bronx Community · College is the 
only CommunitY College in New 
York · City to participate in the 
NatiopaL.Youth· Sports pr~m . 
This is the third cohsecutive year 
that BCC's Summer Sports·Camp is 
under :the auspices · of the Youth 
Sports program. The prqgram,is.fr~ .. 
and is open to all youngs-ters bet-
ween ages 10·18. For further in-
formation, contact Professor Gus 
Constantine at Alumini Gym ext. 
214. . 
. .. courts which .are well kept. by paid 
attendants, the paddleball courts 
deserve e€1Ual treatment. Senior Citizens Olympics and S,Ortsfest 
Currently, paddlebaU ·is only a club Bro':'x <;orri~l!!lity C()Uege is sponsoring a Senior Citizens Olympics _and . 
Ian Drayton, another good field events man, took second place honors in . 
the high jump. 
The BCC track won three relay races and finished second in one at 
Middlesex relays AprilS. 
The 440 yard rely, sprint·medley, and the mile-relay were. the successful 
teams that took top honors in their event.;. 
Bernard Nesby led the assault by being a member of all three relay teams 
that won. Leon Agard also was on all three winning teams. Clem Easton 
anchored the sprint-medley and led off the mile· relay. William Little-John ran 
in all three. of the winning races, which shows how versatile a runner he is. 
Peter Beltrez ran and anchored the 440 yard relay. 
The two-mile relay took second place in their respective event. Peter 
Beltrez and Clem Easton, along with Jose Fernandez and Clive Henry ran in 
this event. 
The team is now preparing for the regional outdoor finals , hoping to place · 
) or 6 runn~rs in the national finals. 
Bran cos Eliminated 
. ~~0~ . 
. ~ediocre baseball teams never die, they just never mcik~ the;pla'Yi:i{fs. 
Brdnx Community College's baseball team failed to make the playoffs ·this 
year. 
Despite winning two of their last three games, the team couldn't shake the 
results of a six game losing streak which occurred after winning their 
opening-day dou~leheader. 
Mike Torres pitched 10 Innings to defeat Queensboro Community College 
8-7, May 6 here at BCC, for Mike's second win of the year. Mike's record is 2 
wins, 41osses. 
The team's record stands at 6 wins 8 losses to be seventh in an eight team 
division. After winning the conference championships last year, disap-
pointing would be the word that describes this season best. 
Poor pitchil')g. combined with inadequate fielding led to the team's 
downfall. Mike Torres, the team's top pitcher, didn't win his first game until 
bis fifth start. He pitched well each game, but the defense (particularly the 
Infield) failed him miserably. Mike's first win happened to be the team's 
biggest win of the season. He defeated Farmingdale College 13-5, with a 
sparkling two-hitter. His only flaw was the 14 walks he allowed which ac· 
counted for most of the 5 runs. 
The one true bright spot on the team was centerfielders Rafael Hall. Rafael 
was named to the regional all·star team last year by hitting .378. As .an 
encore, Rafael hit .654 to be among the top hitters in Junior College baseball 
this year. He's a sure shot for the regional all· star team, and a strong can-
didate for All-America honors. 
Lepido Polanco, a strong hitter, and the team's rightfielder, w~s the team's 
most effective relief pitcher. He struck out five batters in a row against 
Rockland CC to win the !@me in relief of Rick Matos 13-8. 
. sport despite i lt · ·beiJ)g t~ . _mo~t SP!?~fe.st ·Sunday,_ June 11, Jrom 10 ·a·".'· to 4:30 P·n:t·.-.onJ#(.:e ~o.~ 
actively partl,cjpated -game on' .' caq~pus, Unlv~rsl~ Aveoue .and.West.·t.81st Street, The Bronx. ~;· . · ·:: · . 
campus. Why? Other colleges have ,. All-adults,. 60 and older are inVited t(fpart.iclpate. The ev~nts will' lncltfde · 
made the sport varsity level com· . handball, shuffleboard, swimming; golf, plng.pong, bocci and volleyball .. For 
petition. . those who _want to participate, free medical examinations are available; .~ut 
The. schoors ·administration and advance..r~tra~n is 11f:f:~S~ . .. , . 
HLT & P.E. Department Jl)ust take Registration forms are available at the Bronx Commur:aity.College Center 
strong positive action soon Jn order for Aging, 120 East 184 Street, The Bronx, and at many other senior centers . 
to reverse the ill-treatment 'paddleball . throughout the city. . _ · 
·, '• • · • • .;: players and their cQUTt receive. Prjzes will be-awarded-to all who participate. · Coach-Constantine confers with R. Hall. 
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Concerned Students 
March Against Bakke 
The concerned students of BCC participating in the "March to Washington" in resentment of the recent Bakke 
decision which basically eliminates the practise of a college retaining admission slots for minorities. The &kke 
decision could also affect jobs and other opportunities for minorities. 
What's Our Money Used For? 
by SianrlO Pyndell 
Over the past school year (in 
some cases longer) students have 
been concerned about the overall 
use and management of the student 
activity fees. A fee of thirty-five 
dollars paid each semester at 
registration to support the variety of 
student organizations and clubs 
around the campus and the 
operation of the Gould Student 
Center. For many students the 
seventy dollars annual student fee 
has been a great burden, particularly 
since they are required to pay it 
whether they participate in student 
activities or not. 
The approximate quarter of a 
mmion dollars a semester is con· 
trolled and disbursed by the Bronx 
Community College Associa lion 
Inc ., a board composed of faculty, 
the student government and a 
representative of Physical 
Education, Publications and the 
Inter Organization Council which 
oversees all campus clubs. Although 
students pay the $70, little has been 
known by them about the actual 
spending practices in the various 
groups. When it was recently 
learned by a group of shocked 
students, some with past experience 
in student leadership that four 
thousand dollars was shelled out for 
a pre-election dance in Silver Hall. 
the group, mostly females, ap· 
proached the Student Government 
about the high spending. They felt 
that greater necessities could have 
been afforded and $4,000 for an on 
campus affair was gross waste of 
money. After complaining to Peggy 
O'Garro. Chairperson of Student 
Government. a meeting was called 
on April 26 whereupon the ex· 
penditure of the Student Govern· 
ment's entire $45,000 plus budget 
was questioned. Peggy O'Garro 
attested to the knowledge of eighty 
to eighty-five budget expenditures 
over the year but she could only 
account for signing about twenty; 
the other sixty or sixty·five were 
signed by the vice chairman Robert 
Ramirez and the treasurer, Apokinar 
Trividad. Ramirez stated that he 
signed vouchers in Miss O'Garro's 
absence. 
THONE EXPLAINS 
SPENDING 
Walter Thone, the dance coor· 
dinator paid out six hundred dollars 
to two student DJ's and a three· 
piece band. He stated that he did 
what he thought was right but had 
no idea what the pay rate should 
have been. In response one of the 
group exclaimed, "So in reality 
there's someone in a position with 
no idea of his responsibility, 
someone with no concept of how 
hard it is to get thirty-five dollars. 
This is the kind of person governing 
our monies ." 
When the students requested to 
see receipts for the monies spent, 
which would say what was actually 
bought, they were told students 
were not allowed to see what their 
money was spent for. 
It was later discovered that this is 
untrue; the information on how one 
sees the receipts is conflicting. One 
source, members of Student 
Government, states that if the head 
of an organization is present, the 
receipts can be reviewed. Another 
source, President Brown, states that 
a request must be made to B.C .C. 
Inc. to see an organization's 
receipts . 
The meeting further revealed, 
according to Treasurer Apolinar 
Trinidad, that Student Government 
has been functioning under a new 
structure without a constitution and 
bylaws. There is a proposed con· 
stitution waiting to go through 
channels for acceptance, but that 
was only recently drafted. Until now 
they have been operating under 
guidelines established by them· 
selves. 
SECRETARY'S SALARIES 
To aggrevate the situation more, 
the group found that five Student 
Government secretaries make 
salaries ranging from $3.65 an hour 
to $4.50 an hour, which is paid out 
of student fees. Work study 
students at the most get $2.65 an 
hour with a limit of 20 hours a week 
and less. Out of their taxed salary, 
Student Government secretaries 
doing similar work are getting $4.50. 
A recent article in the Daily News 
(May 3rd issue) shows that highly · 
skilled secretaries typing 90 wpm get 
$4 to $6 an hour. 
STUDENTS MEET PRESID· 
ENT 
Two days later, April 28th, the 
concerned students meet with 
President Brown where they were 
told that the Student Government 
are supposed to be functioning 
under the old constitution until a 
new one is ratified. He also said that 
if students did not agree with the 
leadership they are receiving was 
one thing, but he saw nothing illegal 
about their actions . Therefore, if the 
students wanted more trustworthy 
leadership to either vote differently 
the next time or petition to have 
them removed from office. When 
asked about impeachment 
procedures, the president indicated 
there was no rulings for im· 
peachment. 
May 11,1978 
Heal the 
Atmosphere 
by Pedro Lamoni 
All Yoga techniques train the 
mind towards peace, happiness and 
love: AGNIHOTRA and the Five 
Fold is a summary of all yoga 
principles and techniques. Five Fold 
Path set exact bio-psychological 
disciplines for training the mind. 
Pollution in the atmosphere has 
put a heavy strain on the human 
mind. The result is seen in galloping, 
rampant psychiatry and disturbed 
human relations . Pollution is 
essentially a biological concept. 
Effect of pollution becomes visible in 
the form of disease. 
AGNIHOTRA is a process from 
the vedic science of bioenergy based 
on the gear system of nature 
corresponding to a circadian rhythm 
of sunrise sunset. Along with the five 
fold path, Agnihotra is an aid to the 
process of self-growth. It is a 
physical, material aid to fight the 
effects pollution has on our minds so 
that we can practice sharing good 
actions and self-study. It simply 
purifies the atmosphere which 
removes tension from the mind and 
induces a happy state of mind. 
Anybody can Practice Agnihotra 
in any walk of life. You start the 
practice; and knowledge will be 
unfolded to you from within . Believe 
what you experience; this is the 
approach of a true scientist . 
The Agnihotra process is done at 
the Tree of Life Bookstore on 125th 
Street and Lenox Avenue, at 
precisely sunset, everyday. Students 
interested in further information 
about this process should contact 
Pedro Lamoni, at the Gould Student 
Center, 3rd floor, Browsing Room, 
orcall733·9562. 
Communicator 
Renovates 
Bronx Community College's 
student newspaper, The Com-
municator, has been received with 
both applause and criticism by its 
readers over the years. Some of the 
newspapers gained journalistic 
awards, while others achieved 
nothing more than the printing of a 
paper full of irrelevant and 
irresponsible material .. Your present 
student newspaper, The Com-
municator, has been consistantly 
referred to as the latter. 
· Among the many problems that 
confront the printing of The 
Communicator is the very fact that 
Bronx Community College is a two 
year college; time is the biggest 
obstacle standing in the way of The 
Communicator becoming a sue· 
cessful paper, responsive to the 
needs of the student body. 
Editors usually hold the post for 
less than one year. An editpr of a 
successful student newspaper needs 
time to coordinate and implement a 
program the paper can abide by. 
\' · .t!-lout the needed time, it is very 
diffk ·alt to reach the objectives and 
goals of the paper. 
Cooperation and student body 
response is a student newspaper's 
biggest asset. Without it, it is very 
difficult to have a newspaper totally 
receptive to. the needs of the 
students. The current staff of The 
Communicator has only been 
together for three months; this is 
hardly ample time. YOUR paper 
has received only a scant amount of 
help from the very students we try to 
serve. 
The Communicator has the 
potential to be a very influential 
vehicle in B.C.C. affairs. By writing 
an article in the ~allege newspaper, a 
writer has the means to reach 
upwards of 7,000 assorted persons 
on Campus. Your article may in· 
fluence someone who otherwise 
may never have become aware of a 
given situation . Students who have 
brought ideas concerning news 
articles to the attention ,of The 
Communicator have been surprised 
at our lack of staff. We are definitely 
short of help; particularly in the area 
of news reporters! At present there 
are only three news writers. We 
need more help if we are to improve 
the newspaper! 
Writers, photographers, artists, 
typists and just plain support are 
what The Communicator is seeking. 
Even if it's not on a full-time level, we 
could use your poems, short stories, 
letters and basically anYthing you'd 
\ike to share with the student body. 
The · Communicator will never tum 
away an article written by a student. 
We ITUJSt remind you, however, that 
factors such as space, duplication of 
material and content plans wUI 
prevent the printing of every article 
received. From experience we've 
learned that fear of being turned 
away Is the prominent deterent with 
a student who wants to write an 
article. If we feel that an article 
needs something added or sub· 
tracted, we discuss it with you and 
the feedback you give us is taken 
into account when making a 
decision on the article. 
NEW DIRECTION 
Your student newspaper is going 
through a period of educating itself 
with workshops, professional 
critique of the paper and by seeking 
the advice and assistance of the 
members of the faculty who have 
professional experience in the field 
of journalism. We are, in addition, 
developing plans for Summer 
Workshops, reorgan1z1ng 
production methods, ad solicitation, 
overall design of the newspaper and 
staff organization. During the 
summer we intend to participate in 
the National Student Press 
Workshops at Ohio University. 
Think about it . . . imagine how 
informative, educational, amusing 
and identifiable to the students the 
paper would be if only 5% of the 
student body submitted articles. 
Obviously, an award-winning 
newspaper would be the result. 
Come share your opinions with us 
in room 312 of the Gould Student 
Center. We have great listening 
capabilities and we're very friendly. 
Try us, I'm sure you'll enjoy the 
relationship! 
In light of these and other dif· 
ficulties, we are making inroads to 
change our image and productivity. 
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The Winners Are . •••• 
Comers New 
\ 
~.l \ 
R. Todman 
C. Gonzales 
On Wednesday, April 26, 1978, 
1000 students, teachers , staff and 
many residents from the South 
Bronx marched from I 16th Street 
and Lexington Avenue, the heart of 
Spanish Harlem, to the Board of 
Higher Education and then to Gracie 
Mansion in support of Hostos 
Community College's demand that 
City Hall and B.H.E. commit it's 
resources to remedy the school's 
problems of lack of space and 
inadequate facilities. 
The latest mobilization was one of 
many demonstra tions organized as 
part of a campaign to pressure the 
City to appropriate the necessary 
funds to renovate a five-story 
building which the State Legislature 
The Committee on Nominations & Elections wishes to announce the resul ts 
of the student elections conducted during April. 1978. 
Representatives To The Student Association: 
VOTES 
1. Robert Ramirez 401 6. Elizabeth Garcia 
2. Apolinar Trin idad 383 7. Niurka Hoepelman 
3. Robert T odman :no 8. Carmen Gonzales 
4. Walter Thone 266 9. Edwin Sabater 
5 . Peggy O'Garro 249 10. Henry Knowles 
Runner-up pos itions: 
a. Pedro Cotto 148 
b. Jenell Ellis 148 
Senators-At-Large To The College Senate: 
VOTES 
Joseph Granchie 137 Olga Richardson 
Pedro Cotto 219 Margaret Kerrigan 
Kujtim Zerka 148 Sharon Bean 
Robert Ramirez 431 Jenell Ellis 
Stephen Banks 218 Henry Knowles 
Niurka Hoepelman 324 Ceasar Hernandez 
Jim McEvady 145 Robert T odman 
Garry Brewster 167 Elsie Jean 
Apolinar Trinidad 377 Elaine Simmons 
Darren Hall 168 Joseph McCourt 
Geraldine Kendricks 175 James A. Ward 
' ·Senators Represen ting Student Government 
NOTE: SIX VACANCIES EXIST fOR Student Senators 
Student / Faculty Discipline Committee: 
1. Elizabeth Garcia 
2. Roberto Torres 
3. Olga Richardson 
4. Jenell Ellis 
VOTES 
3)4 
244 
234 
215 
5. Darren Hall 
6. Garry Brewster 
7. Milagros Esquilin 
8. Kujtim Zerka 
TOTAL VOTES CAST COLLEGEWIDE: 953 
VOTES 
232 
223 
196 
174 
163 
VOTES 
230 
167 
18 1 
220 
23R 
217 
292 
161 
157 
13:~ 
176 
VOTES 
202 
184 
183 
148 
N. Hoepelman 
• ·'&:<il? ·,~~· M. Esquilin 
0 . Richardson 
e-Eiected .....---
Hostos Battles for Survival 
in 1974, set aside for the College 
and that until March 30th, stood 
idle. 
What other schools take for 
granted, Hos tos Community College 
lacks . The College does have an 
auditorium. gymnasium. cafeteria , a 
day care center (although 70% of 
the students enrolled are women 
and more than half have children) . In 
addition the school lacks a well 
equipped library or spacious 
laboratory facilities. Without these 
necessities, Hostos is in danger of 
losing it's accreditation; a 
development which could spell the 
College's demise. 
Spurred by this imminent threat , 
Hostos United. an organization of 
stude.1ts, facu lty and staff, was 
founded in January and immedia tely 
began addressing itself to the 
problem of lack of space and 
inadequate facili ties. Hostos United 
initiated a petition and letter-writing 
campaign . organized a march and 
rally in the South Bronx and held a 
vigii in front of the 500 Grand 
Concourse building in hopes of 
making Hostos' plight a public issue 
and putting the necessary pressure 
on the Koch administration to 
recognize Hostos' right to equal 
treatmen t. 
TAKEOVER AS A STATEMENT 
OF DETERMINATION 
Then on March 30. when City 
Hall's lack of responsiveness and the 
media's lack of attention became 
unbearable. Hos tos United seized 
the 500 Grand Concourse building 
and immediately began to put it to 
use. More than 250 classes per 
week have been taught: cultural 
ac tivities. sponsored by the Puerto 
Rican Student Organization and the 
Black Student Union. have been 
held. A day-care center has been 
established and an embryonic 
cafeteria has been put into 
operation. 
These accomplishments have 
been made possible by the 
cooperat ion of many students. 
teachers concerned community 
. residents and such organizations as 
the · Student Government of the 
Bronx Community Co ll ege, 
ASPIRA. the South Bronx Com-
munity Corporation. United Bronx 
Parents. School District No. 7, 
Local 2054 of District Council 37. 
as well as neighborhood 'bodegas' or 
groceries who contributed time, 
labor. material and money in 
support of the "occupation". 
THE OCCUPATION : LESS 
THAN IDEAL CONDITIONS 
What is in essence a squatter< 
movement. has it's limitations: tl '·! 
continul'd utili za tion of the 500 
Grand .Concourse building, under 
present conditions. makes teaching. 
!Continued on Page 11 ) 
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Editoral 
A Scarilage .. or .. Art 
On April 28, 1978, multitudes of on-lookers, from the average 
student to Campus illuminaries and reputable art lovers witnessed the 
gala opening of "THE FRIENDS OF BRONX COMMUNITY 
COLLEGE ART GALLERY". The connoisseurs gloated and ap-
praised the art work and congratulated each other amid the clicking 
and flashing of cameras. They all partook of soda crackers and hot, 
soggy cheese and washed it all down with a bottled substance labeled 
'wine'_ 
The central figure of this affair was a collection of hand-carved, 
wooden "Mortuary Posts" obtained from the Giryama district of 
Southeastern Kenya in Africa. In the name of Art it is a fine thing. In 
the philosophy of Art collectors, it is a great success; but in respect to 
the dead, it is irreprehensible . 
For those individuals who might have missed the definition of 
"Mortuary Posts". it translates to mean: Tombstones and as The 
Gallery program states, 'Grave Markers'. Let that roll around in 
your head a minute. 
Somewhere in the dark recesses of supposedly civilized. human 
figures, there was born the idea that the obtaining and exhibiting of 
sacred "Grave Markers" was a righteous thing to do. Regardless of the 
possible truth that the Collector met no resistance from the 
Government of Kenya and no objection from the natives of the tribe 
whose ancestors' graves were marked by these mortuary posts, the 
act itself was macabre and morbid. to say the least. 
This unfortunately is another chapter in a long historical series of 
rapes of sacredness. heritage. human decency and the activation of 
warped rationals. 
When will the plundering of sacredness and human values. in the 
name of Art and Humanity. no longer be transposed to bourgeois 
side-shows. Oh Friends of Bronx Community College') 
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Students Letters to the Editor 
The next Student Activity meeting will be held Friday, May 
19, 1978. at 2:00p.m., in Room 205, Gould Student Center. Dear Editor: 
Students 
The next B.C.C. Association, Inc. meeting will be held 
Friday, May 12, 1978 at 3:00p.m., in the Conference Room, 
Language Hall. 
Fallen Leaves 
For your information, a petition is 
being circulated on the BCC campus 
in support of Bill 8295, Assembly 
10810. This bill will amend the 
education law. in relation to in· 
eluding part·time students in the 
New York Tuition Assistance 
Program and making an ap-
propriation therefor. It was in-
troduced by Senator Bloom 
To Pauline Borkin goes our deepest sympathy at the death of 
her father; from the Staff of The Communicator, The Yearbook 
and her numerous friends. 
(Brooklyn) and co sponsored by 
Senator Ruiz (Bronx). 
Following are reasons why we 
urge passage of this legislation: 
the Communieator 
A student publication of the Bronx Community College 
of the City University of New York; funded by 
the student activity fcc 
Editor-in-Chief . . . . . . . . . . Freddy Washington 
News Editor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Dave Gooding 
Feature Editor ............... Rafael Velado 
Health Editor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Vivian Naranjo 
Sports Editor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . David Ortiz 
Entertainment Editor . . . . . . . . . . Lenny Renaldi 
Proof Reader . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Renee Gathers 
Secretaries . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Rosalie Abreu 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Carol Green 
Reporters . . . . . . Morris Stafford, Cathy Farley 
. . . . . . Leisa Jones, Cathy O'Donnell 
. . . . . . . . Fran Albero, Rafael Velado, 
................... Dave Gooding 
Photographers Carmen Mojica, Harry Mtias 
Photographers . . . Michael Lopez, George Vega 
Cartoonist . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Craig Pauls 
Poetry . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Nilda Linares 
Production Consultants . . . . . . . . . . . Gail Malis 
... Jerome Washington 
F acuity Advisor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . J. Juecther 
Good Vibes .................... Everybody 
1. This legislation will benefit 
those students who are contributing 
members of our society and attend 
school in order to upgrade their skills 
and increase their employment 
opportunities. 
2. That as the law exists, all part -
time undergraduate students who 
are otherwise qualified are ineligible 
for New York Stale Tuition 
Assistance payments merely for the 
_, .'-act that they are part ·time students. 
< ;1d this is discrimination. Being a 
part-time student does not mean 
tht~t the student is an inferior one. 
:3. We are the working poor and are 
what makes New York work . We 
want and need to obtain marketable 
skills enabling us to move into better 
earning positions and the main-
stream of the economic strata. thus 
benefiting New York City. 
4 . We are taxpayers and this is a 
matter that concerns us and we 
want the elected officials to be 
aware of our needs too. It should not 
be that only the rich . the poor and 
the old can afford higher education. 
5. We should not be penalized 
simply because we have jobs! 
6. In addition to the small segment 
of part-time students receiving 
tuition waivers, if ~passed. this 
legislation would provide financial 
aid to all students who qualify for 
financial assistance - not just full· 
time students . 
We strongly urge you to support 
this legislation by signing the petition 
and writing to the Committee 
Chairman and expressing your 
views on "WHY" this legislation 
should be passed in Albany. 
Please 1) Sign the petition (copies 
are being floated around the campus 
or see Professor Jenkins or Janet 
Frazer in Loew Hall) and 
2) Write: Senator Ronald Staf· 
ford, 502 CAP, Legislative Office 
Building, Albany, New York 12247. 
Remember: We can and MUST 
organize to insure that our elected 
officials do not lose sight of our 
needs and their responsibilities to 
us. 
Flora N. Daniels 
It has come to our attention that 
many of the students that have 
difficulty with math classes have 
gone to Loew Hall and the math lab 
in order to get help. to no avail. We 
are some of those students who 
needed help and were expecting to 
get it. To our survise we had had 
tutors who are suppose to be 
tutoring yet they only have given .us 
math problems to work on so that 
they can have time to do their 
homework . We encountered tutors 
which have at times been misleading 
us in the procedure of a math 
problem and have done them wrong 
whcih has been of no help to our 
math classes. We also encountered 
tutors who get angry due to the 
fact that we could not see tile 
concept of the math problem being 
explained and others who have such 
a strong foreign accent that we've 
had difficulty understanding what 
they are trying to explain . 
Through conversations with other 
students. we have discovered that 
many of them having the same 
problem would like to see action 
taken to correct the tutorial system 
in order to have a more effective 
tutorial program. 
Joseph Perez 
Alicia Gonzalez 
Priscilla Vazquez 
Lorna T yndell 
Dear Editor: 
My name is William Perry tt77 A 
4117. I am presently confined at 
Clinton Correctional Facility in 
Dannemora. New York. The 
purpose of this letter is a personal 
inquiry as to the possibilities of 
stimulating constructive and mutual 
enlightenment, with emphasis on 
social refonn and criminal justice, 
from within your student body, 
through correspondence. 
To date, I have observed various 
hazardous substances, which are 
within my immediate area, and have 
realized that the total impact, in 
facilities such as this, is nothing less 
than a savage assault on both mind 
and spirit. Only my desire towards 
productivity aids me in my attempt 
to avoid the low morale; which is a 
constant companion in this en 
vironmenl. This, if you care to note, 
leads invariably to frequent return 
trips in the prison system. 
I hope that this plite of mine meets 
with favorable consideration. and 
that you will assist me by publishing 
this letter in your student body 
newspaper or by placing same on 
your school bulletin board. I am 
trying to establish myself with 
current friends "Of the Outside". at 
the very least. and to words relating 
to those tender enjoyments which 
have no place within a world 
controlled by the volatile, the violent 
and the cruel ; which are the only 
commodities within this state of 
limbo. 
William Perry 
77A4117 
BoxB 
Dannemora, N.Y 12929 
APOLOGIES IN ORDER 
The Communicator's humble 
apologies go to Apolinar 
Trinidad and Walter Thone. We 
inadvertently switched their 
names under the photographs 
in the Special Election Edition 
of the Communicator. So sorry! 
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Retrenchment: A Duel Disaster 
Many extraordinary facts have 
remained unmentioned in all the 
reporting of recent faculty layoffs. It 
is time now to expose these issues 
and to see also the disastrous effect 
these cutbacks are having on the 
students themselves. 
First, let us look closely at exactly 
how these instructors have been 
treated. They have been "laid off," 
not "retrenched." This is no mere 
technical difference . The 
significance here is that these 
teachers are not being placed on 
preferential rehiring lists. When the 
policemen, firemen, public school 
teachers and other municipal 
employees were given pink slips, 
they were put on such lists, and 
indeed many of them were given 
their jobs back in time. Our teachers 
have NO such rights even though 
almost all of them are being laid off 
for precisely the same budgetary 
reasons. Teaching jobs are very 
scarce these days, and when one 
realizes that most of these in· 
structors invested four to seven 
years earning Ph.D.'s, the tragedy of 
their plight becomes even more 
apparent. 
Now, one may question why such 
a merciless procedure Is being used 
against people who have faithfully 
served. this college for many years. 
There are two answers to this. The 
first is that somewhere in the 
regulations, It is technically legal. 
The second is that it Is greatly to the 
advantage of the Board of Higher 
Education (SHE) not to recall full· 
time faculty If it can get away with it. 
For cheaper help Is plentiful. A 
th\rty-t\ve·year-o\d Ph.D. with ten 
years of teaching experience can be 
replaced by someone with no ex· 
perience and fewer degrees at less 
cost. But no one questions the 
morality of this. 
let's reflect a bit more on what's 
happening here at BCC and how 
these layoffs are only part of a larger 
political scheme-a scheme aimed 
at reducing student enrollment. 
Surely it Is obvious that enrollment Is 
down-down-down this term, but 
have you noticed also that class 
sizes are up-up-up? let us consider 
briefly what combination of events 
has brought about this situation, 
and how badly students and faculty 
are being hurt. 
If you had been at BCC five years 
ago, you would have seen a different 
school. The recommended size of a 
recitation/lecture class was 25 
students; the remedial sections were 
kept at 15. Each teacher was 
responsible for twelve class time 
hours. This meant that most in-
structors had four three-hour 
classes, about 100 students. Now 
because of the budget cuts, 
enrollment in the recitation/lecture 
classes is 35 students while remedial 
classes took on 26 students. In 
addition, the faculty found itself with 
extra course hours, and a student 
load of 100 quickly changed to one 
of 150. Reflect for a moment on the 
consequences. First, lots of faculty 
were laid off, for with larger class 
sizes and more classes for each 
instructor, there was a 
corresponding drop in needed 
teachers. The remedial classes now 
have more students in them than the 
old regular classes! How is the 
student to get the individual at 
tention he needs and deserves! 
Moreover, how Is the instructor, 
now burdened with far more 
students, supposed to mark themes, 
meet with individual students, etc. 
with any of the same frequency as 
he did in former days? Compound 
that problem by reahzing that even 
remediation labs have been cut, and 
you see how the student becomes 
everybody's victim. 
let's not forget either that with the 
incntue Jn dass size has come aJso 
a stR:ter set of rttentton standards. 
Such standards mean, of course, 
that the students need more in· 
dividual help than ever to remain in 
school. But just as the student 
becomes more dependent upon 
faculty help, he is unable to get it. 
Nor can he go for help to the 
counselors, since academic 
departments have had to take over 
academic advisement. Formerly. 
specialized personnel quided 
students with the programs and 
directed them when problems arose. 
This work is being given to the 
academic departments who have 
not been trained in these areas, and 
who, frankly, do not have the time 
to give the help needed. As a result, 
enrollment keeps dropping. 
This is a plot to close the doors of 
City University, for let us not forget 
that when the enrollment door 
opened, the minority students 
walked in, and now a lot of people 
want them (you) out. Faced with 
enormous fees, even with aid, fewer 
students are able to attend college: · 
In fact enrollment is expected next 
year to be precisely half of what it 
was three or four years ago-from 
14,000 to 7,000. And who's been 
sliced again? 
Furthermore, many people are 
beginning to suspect there was 
another reason for the new pay-at-
registration procedure, and this one 
was aimed at the teachers again. 
The new process eliminated the last 
of the so called "ghosts," names on 
rosters of students who never 
appeared in class because finally 
they did not pay their fees . In the 
past such invisible students provided 
an important service-they reduced 
slightly the excessively large class 
sizes. (I say "slightly" because the 
college made provisions for them In 
the rosters by somewhat 
overenrolling classes in anticipation 
of losing some students as ghosts). 
Thus, for example, a class that last 
spring had thirty-five registered 
might actually have had only thirty· 
two present. But now there are no 
more ghosts. Thirty-five is thirty· 
five, and the arithmetic here is that if 
each class has nearly ten percent 
more students as a result, one out of 
every ten classes is eliminated, and 
for every four cblsses. so eliminated, 
one facculty position ts eHrr'ilnated, 
too. And again the student suffers 
because his instructor has even 
more students. There Is, then, a 
crucial connection between student 
enrollment and faculty lay-offs. It is a 
vicious cycle. 
Keep looking around. In three 
years three out of eleven librarians 
have been let go, and the remaining 
ones are divided up between the 
library and the learning Center. No 
wonder, then, that it is difficult to 
find help in the library. 
Is the message clear? Students 
and faculty are victims of a horrible 
scheme. The briefly opened doors 
are slamming in our faces! 
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A home away from home . .. 
away from home! 
Store clothes, stereo, books, etc. 
MINI-WAREHOUSES 
Do-lt- Yourself 
Moving & Storage 
Private Storage 
Rooms from 
$ 78/month 
No lease reqwred. 
(914) 423-7439 
The Mini-Warehouse 
400 Nepperhan Avenue 
Yonkers, New York 10701 
STUDENT PARKING-FAll 1978 
THE SALE OF STUDENT PARKING PERMITS 
FOR THE FALL 1978 SEMESTER 
WILL FOLLOW THE SCHEDULE LISTED BELOW: 
RENEWAL PERIOD FOR THOSE STUDENTS THAT HAD PERMITS 
DURING THE SPRING 1978 SEMESTER ONL V: 
SEPTEMBERS TUESDAY FROM9A.M. T08P.M. 
SEPTEMBER6 WEDNESDAY FROM9A.M. T08P.M. 
ALL OTHER S11JDENTS ON A FlRST COME FlRST SERVED BAS\S: 
SEPTEMBER 7 THURSDAY FROM 9 A.M. TO 8 P.M. 
SEPTEMBERS FRIDAY FROM9A.M. T05P.M. 
SEPTEMBER 11 MONDAY FROM9A.M. T05P.M. 
SALE OF PERMITS WILL TERMINATE 
WHEN LIMITED SUPPLY IS EXHAUSTED 
PROCEDURE 
1) REPORT TO ROOM 112, SOUTH HALL 
2) BRING I. D. OR BURSARS RECEIPT 
3) BRING A BALL POINT PEN 
4) BRING CERTIFIED CHECK OR MONEY ORDER MADE OUT TO 
BRONX COMMUNITY COLLEGE (NO CASH OR PERSONAL 
CHECKS WDJ. BEACCEPI'ED)· 
DAYSTUDENTPARKlNG - $22.00 
EVENINGSTUDENTPARKING - $17.00 
5) HAVE CAR OWNERSHIP lNFORMA TION WITH YOU 
6) HAVE CAR INSURANCE INFORMATION WITH YOU 
,_w~iddle States: Evaluates B. C. C. Quality 
Starting Monday April 24th and 
continuing for two and a half days, 
the ten memJ:>ered Middlestates 
evaluation team flocked to the B.C. C. 
campus to assess various aspects of 
campus life and later informally 
discussed with Pres. Brown, their 
cr!!K:al and unbiased observations of 
the college. 
The purpose of the evaluation was 
for the school to gain scholastic 
accreditation. As English professor 
James Demetro explains it, "the 
accreditation is a way of establishing 
c~aiil mLI"!!rnum standards so 
degrees won't be meaningless, a 
very important concept." Since 
B.C.C. was already accredited; in 
1966, the procedure was actually a 
re-evaluation to make sure "the 
school is still kept up to standards." 
Head librarian Dr. Jean Kolliner 
says, "the team is able to give us an 
outside and objective view of the 
college. Because of it (the last 
evaluation), we the library moved 
from small inadequately spaced 
facilities to where we are now." 
Smiling, Dr. Kolliner (the chair-
person for Steering Committee who 
prepared the self study report) 
added, "the members have a 
constructive attitude. 
The Middlestates Evaluation 
Team is mandated and selected by 
the Middlestates Association of 
colleges and secondary schools and 
Is a subsidiary of the Commission 
on higher education. All members 
have an area of expertise and are 
relatively matched to his or her own 
environment. (Urban based 
members bas.ed to an urban cen· 
tered c;:oUe~.) 
The team comes here ap· 
proximately every 10 year~ ~~~ 
according to the Dean of Academic 
Affairs, Dr. Carl Polowcyzke, "the 
college is separately evaluated to see 
if we could stand on our own feet." 
For the team to get a firm 
background on the college, each 
member reads the Self Study report 
prepared last year by nine twelve 
member task forces . 
The areas covered by the self 
study report to be reviewed by the 
team are: goals and objectives of 
college, student profile, student 
services and activities, student clubs 
and organizations , Academic 
programs, teaching, the library. 
faculty profile, financial planning 
and physical aspects of buildings 
and laboratory. 
The team sat in on classes, talked 
with professors, held meetings with 
· " --L-~- ~--A ~ .. r.rfnmlu talked stan men1u~::~:. cuu ..... -~ .. - .. · -
with students "because," as Prof. 
Demetro elucidates, •student ob-
viously see things differently from 
the faculty-s point of view and in 
some cases-more". 
One of the areas the Team may 
highiy cv::-:~nd are our Remedial & 
Tutorial Services. Dean Po:uw~!yk 
proudly notes "Our R & T Service 
are second to none-private college 
services don't even compare to our 
standards." When Students come 
here reading 7th grade level they 
don't leave R.D.L. classes until 
they're up to 11th grade. According 
to the Self Study Report over 60% 
of graduates felt the remedial 
courses in reading and writing were 
either extremely or very helpful. One 
area of concern will probably . be 
goals and objectives. Dr. Glenn Ray, 
Office of Administration , teels 
the goals and objective of the college 
still aren't very clear. Dr. Ray was a 
member on the task force which 
prepared the Self Study Report and 
states, "The team had difficulty 
finding the goals and objectives. 
How does the institution expect to 
know what they're doing or what 
direction they're headed. If they 
don't know their own goals and 
objectives." Incidentally, when the 
Evaluation Team was last here in 
1966, they rated the goals and 
objectives as "questionable and 
unclear." When President Brown 
was ci~kd !f his goals and objectives 
were the same as his pr~~~c!:'ssor's, 
he answered "yes," claiming there 
had to be some uniformity in plans 
for the college." Unfortunately he 
wasn't aware of the results of the 
last Middlestates visit. 
While many of the faculty 
members interviewed saw the 
Middlestate Evaluation as a healthy 
experience" with good, solid change 
coming out of it; Dr. Ray however 
remained a bit pessimistic. "The 
committee did a good job but what 
happens after Middlestates& rm not 
positive of the results after the study 
or even sure of the library being 
improved as a direct result of the 
Middlestates Evaluation. fm not 
II ••.• / ! _1 _ _ ., --··+ht..,, urill ho 
reauy curmaeut auyuuu~ ..... ~-
done. This college is running on 'the 
squeaky wheel gets the oil' prin-
ciple." Nonetheless Dr. Ray admits, 
"the process (Middlestates 
Evaluation Self Study) does permit 
the college to take a better look at 
itself and gives the faculty and 
administration broader view of the 
college atmosphere." 
Finaiiy, ih~ faculty members felt 
even with faculty char1ges, 
budgetary cuts and other schoolJ 
related problems. this was the best 
time for an evaluation so the team 
"could see us as we really are", and 
all felt confident of a good rating and 
no loss of accreditation. 
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PHIL PETERS PRESENTS A Miguelito · 
Valdeo: 
Poetry 
Golden Voice and Entertainment 
(MR. BABALf) 
Mig__uelito 
VALDES 
Th~te! .\•b•J~~Wt~dur ••I I lt6: f'•h•• Folklore 'l•tdc 
A Musical 
Legend 
For 42 years, Miquelito Valdes, 
has been Latin Music's Premier 
ambassador to the world. 
by Nn.DA LINARES 
You must 
understand people 
In order for them to understand you. 
Give respect 
If you expect it In return, 
no matter If you're young or old, 
Give me love 
or love will never come your way. 
Give me hope 
or aU your dreams will vanish. 
Give me life 
4 ·•SJ'ECI.\1. 1:'\\Tri~ Il ~ <il 'EST ST.\HS 
From his native Cuba to such 
worldly ports .as New York, Paris, 
Tokyo, Bogota and Mexico City, 
Miquelito has won over audiences 
and made many eternal friendships 
with songs like "Bruca Maniagua", 
"Cachita", and the song that started 
a musical trend in New York, 
"Babalu". 
or death wUI haunt you all the days of your life ... 
& FRIE:'\J>S" m1,~c~: 
ClYI.,(ugot f•1thftt~l 0.•• Au'O.t ffi•1to. $II 'tO 
c 1b C.llo-v lil:tto lnot•no 
8obbv Cope l., lOJO 
~ Soncoa Gtoc• 
O•u11C.JP4 
~~I'ICOinOIIO 
tddlt Pokl•f• 
(hot ... Pol~· 
YICHIII(O 't'~l 
(OI'dodo 
AIOI"'''IOO AlfOtO 
ht•lo Sontolo 
lol~ 
YtetOt.oVMI 
C,..O,g-'10GtOI"'CW04 
ltndol..cfo 
A,.,.,... 
Return the picture I so lovingly sent you. 
Return the promises I so warmly gave you. 
Return the heart that I so blindly gave up, 
AND I WILL Bobby (otlcuo 
1uloOC.vt~ ··l 
(Oibo m.n.nd.l 
AromMuno• 
Sul!ijl•rnon 
(OII'I'IIn 
0.9r.o.10foO'- lo P•.....a 
lo. tv -loRod•o 
.\~0 
OTHER S ••• 
He has recorded with such top 
musical ensembles of our era as 
Dizzy Gillespie, Duke Ellington, 
Machito, Tito Puente, and the list 
goes on and on. 
Return the memories that you never let me forget; 
Return the vows of love that meant unfulfUied dreams; 
Return the. heartaches that you gave me so abundantly. 
I will store them all away in my closet of woes 
for unfortunately 
those vows,' 
those embraces, 
those warm caresses, 
Nere only dreams. 
Friday, May 26th, aU of his friends 
and the general public wUI pay grand 
homage to the Master "Sonero" at 
the world famous Roselandl.l:;:=================:::.! 
Ballroom. 
,,,;.~;:~~:':ROSELAND 
The orchestras of Machito and 
Tito Puente wUI highlight this very 
special evening along with two of 
Latin music't; new sensations, 
Orquesta Novel and Charanga '76. 
STUDENT RECITAL 
Schwendler Auditorium, Tech Two Bldg 
May 18 at 12:30 P.M. 
LA TIN AND JAZZ CONCERT 
~~ • 1111 \\ll ltl.lt ... \111"'' \\1111 ... 11\1 .11(011:'- l 
52:'\D STREET & BROAI>\\'AY "XE\\' YORK CITY 
Hall of Fame Playhouse, Gould Student Center Bldg 
May 24 at 6:00P.M. 
1'\t'Ki=. l' ~ 1):\ IU 'l\ F II< Il.\ Ul ' I"I . EI~ ~)jj . ! IU:!U . IUI,U. \ .\11 IUI.\IIlllt L:!-47-U:!INJ \ .\0 .\1.1. 1.1· .. \IH.\C,fU :CottD~roWJ-:SX\ , :'\,1 . 
rtU• ''' HU . "H'H.:'\1 \I HI~ I .\l .l t~l:!t 7Mt .. -4Jr.:!M0 t:.= l:.=.~lf~.~l.\olU . 
" l lrn•s Yuur\'aylkst'' S. QUINTANA: PRODUCER 
.The festivities begin at 8:00 p.m. 
arid'conttnue until 4:00 a.m. Come ,.. . . . 
one, come all, to pay thanks to a 
May 25 at 12:30 P.M. 
For Additional Information Call: ART WORK and DESIGN by OUINGRAPHIC 
PRODUCTIONS, INC. N.Y. (212}989-0220 
man who has made all of us happy 
through his music. 
Ms. Kissel Music Dept 367-7300, ext493 
Disco Shoes in Nanuet 
by Lenny Rinaldi intersting appeal. Tommy Brenzy borrowed some presence from Bowie and 
Jagger and led his sometimes too loud band into some punched out punk. 
They should become a strong force in the new wave. They captured their 
own unique sound so that every song sounds almost exactly alike. In fact, 
they even decided to write one verse per song and sing it two or three times 
for the sake of unity. With stage antics very much like the Who, they suc· 
ceeded in deafening the bopping crowd, and reminding us of how it is to 
sound like a high school band from the early sixties. They threw a great party 
though, and avant garde actress Sarah Miles seemed to be enjoying herself 
very much. So much for punk power. 
Dr. Ray's Sayonara 
They're holding a fire sale on disco shoes in Nanuet this weekend; after 
that disco fiasco which was to be the grand re-opening of the Nanuet 
Theatre-In-The-Round. I'm happy to say that the Trammps, Loleatta 
Holloway or Made In The U.S.A. were not to blame. It's just that disco in 
N.Y. suburbia just isn't where it's at. The theatre is a beautiful, average sized 
arena with a revolving stage. The first show had enough people to fill about 
two sections. Paying ten dollars a ticket, people were told to sit anywhere 
just to form a good-sized crowd. The crowd, mostly white and ranging from 
age six to seventy-five, did their best to boogie with the bands, but that lack 
of audience enthusiasm was painfully evident. Made In The U.S.A. came off 
sounding best though they had the smaller audience. The three man, one 
woman setup, with a good disco boogie band, shows lots of professional 
promise. With some more catchy material and some tightening up 
production-wise, on vinyl, they'll be headlining shows of their own. Lol~tta Dr. Glenn Ray, Office of the Dean 
did a too short set. She made a subtle complaint about the tiny tots running · of Administration, will present a 
up and down the aisles and catching her show at the Starship on 42nd farewell Piano Recital on Thursday, 
Street. I understood why. Loleatta, who raunchs up her raps in between May 25• 1978 at 12:15 p.m. in the 
Gould · Memorial Auditorium. The 
In addition, Dr. Ray will be joined 
by_ a BCC staff member, generally 
not associated with public piano· 
performance, in a performance of 
the Sonata in D Major for one piano, 
four hands, by Wolfgang Amadens 
Mozart. 
songs was embarrassed to say "shit" on stage. She probably left in disgust. .
11
. 
1 
d p . . 
The T rammps who still, in my book, are numero uno in the disco soul circuit, ~ritamM w~ 10~ u J~ artlt~o. 1_ 10 
shook up the crowd and got the most audience response. Still this disco • B :t R~Jor J . a~n M' bash~n 
inferno was more like a Boy Scout marshmallow roast~ They even had a ahc ' . a~s hy 10 , n~ .. or Y Jo annPl: · ,._r,. - - - ·· t. · d' II · 't d to 
Young seven·year·old couple hustlin' on staae. Mnctir...,.IJu thoir """rl. ... ~ ·· .. . -~ ~ ..... ,,.,, dllO ueorge veryone IS cor 1a Y· mv1 e 
· · ~ · ··· - ·~-"7 ' ... ~" J""''" wa::. G h · Rh · I attend. 
hot , out the show was more like a car which had run out of gasoline. They · _ e..;rs..;..w..;10.;·_..;a:;.ps..;od;,..;;;,y_m...;.;.B..;.u..;,e.;. ------- ---------
managed a half· hour on stage and their smoke bombs, costumes and make~ CONVERSATIONS IN THE CAFETERIA- MAY 1978 
up went to waste on this crowd. I closed my eyes, hustled in my place, and 
enjoyed the whole thing. Tuesday May 16, 2·3 PM, Dr. Frank Haase, general; 1-2 PM, Prof. AI 
The new CBGB's Theatre, located in the heart of th lower east sicie Cosentino, "Theatre and Films". 
amongst the garbage, derelicts , and your friendly neighborhood junkie, also 
had its unveiling last week with a punk power rave-up. The Jam from 
England, did the honors with Tuff Darts and Jah Malia supporting. The 
lobby is done in the latest subway wall tile giving yuo the famillq! ~;-, . 
ciergrourid f~diiig . Th'? c:rowd was a nice mixture ~! punks, straights, gays, 
deadbeats and gum·chewino w~!~~acis irom Flushing. The peeling walls 
gave an east side atr to the place and the bar in the orchestra gat~e a nice 
Er.giish pub touch to it. The people seemed to be more into being there than 
into watching the show. I had to help my usher find my seat and the biggest 
thrill of the night was Mick Jagger sitting behind me, fending off the few 
people who recognized him. Jah Malia was an easy·flowing reggae group 
whom I liked ' quite a lot. Tuff Darts, who I was told I would hate, had an 
Wednesday, May 17: 12·1 PM, Mr. Rich~rd James, "Vegetarianism." 
Thursday, May 18: !2·! ~ivi. Dr. K. J. Prestwidge, "Coping With Babies 
a.~d ~UoKS .:; 
Tuesday, May 23: 12:30·1:30 PM, Dr. Laraine Fergenson, "Creative 
Writing and Publishing." 
Wednesday, May 24: 1·2 PM, Prof. Jose Prince, "Hispanics in New York: 
College Adaptation." 
Come! Informal chat. 
Where? Look for our table. GSC cafeteria. 
Sponsored by: Depart.ment of Student Development/Office of Student 
Activities. For more information: Call Prof. Jose Prince, Ext. 455. 
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Chic Night at Felt Forum 
by AI Jamison 
Night fever was in the air as the 
ladies were dressed to kill and the 
gents seemed to pop right out of GQ 
at Chic's Felt Forum concert, April 
22 . 
Chic is an up-tempo, rhythm-pop, 
funk group who is classified as a 
disco band mainly for their rockers 
"Dance, dance, dance," and 
"Everybody Dance," but on this 
particular evening, they came ready 
to show the Big Apple their musical 
versatility. 
Tracks like "Sao Paolo" and 
"Falling in Love With You" had the 
capacity crowd captiv~ted with joy 
and happiness. "Est Ce-Que Est 
Chic" and "You Can Get By" got 
everyone's adrenalin flowing and 
Chic w~s ready for the kill. 
The encore consisted of an 
arousing rendition of "Everybody 
Dance," and dance they did. If the 
r Libre, "Tiene Calidad , I 
by David Ortiz 
New York Salsa bands differ from Puerto Rico's , Cuba's, and Santo 
Domingo's musical ensembles because of their heavy brassy jazzy orientated 
sound. 
One group which has been able to combine the ''tropical sound" of island 
bands with the up·tempo city sound of Salsa is ConjUnto Libre. 
"Tiene Calidad" is the group's second album release for Salsoul Records. 
The album is a collage of two old songs, but with the band's changed 
arrangements so as not to alienate their New York based support , along with 
three of their own latin·jazz numbers. They also do a Miles Davis com· 
position, 'Tune·up". 
The band is led by Andy Gonzalez the bassist, and Manny Oquendo, the 
timbalero, two former members of Eddie Palmieri's "La Perfecta". a very 
popular band of the '60's and early '70's that Libre has been compared to 
because of its heavy trombone sound, perhaps because trombonists Jose 
Rdoriquez and Barry Rogers also played for Mr. Palmieri's bands. 
The opening cuts on both sides are proof of this group becoming a major 
latin band, if they're not already. "Suavecito", the first song on side one, was 
written in Cuba in 1928 and recorded by many bands since; Orquesta 
Aragon's recording was the inspiration for Libre's version. but with a charged 
up arrangement that's more identifiable to New York audiences. Each o·f the 
members gets a chance to show his individual talents on this song. 
Oscar Hernandez, BCC alumnus, does some beautiful piano playing on 
the album. My favorite solo is his soft flowing rendition on "Suavecito", but 
all of his playing is superb. 
"Imagines Latinas" is a poetic, political statement with one of the most 
superb acoustic bass solos rve ever heard on record. Andy Gonzalez 
arranged this song and Bernardo Palombo, a Colombian poet wrote the 
lyrics. It is a song that all Latinos who've come. to this country to try and 
make life better for themselves will id~ntify with. If you're not of Latin origin, 
you'll love the musical fluidity of this song. Again, all the musicians get to 
show their musical mettle. 
Manny Oquendo's beautiful timbale playing is, along with Jerry Gonzalez 
and Milton Cardona, the driving force behind Libre's fantastic percussion 
sound. Manny has been playing with the top bands in New York since 1948. 
When Jose Fajardo. avante·garde Latin flautist retires. the flute will be in 
good hands. or should I say "lips". of Nestor Torres. 20 year old flute player 
of Libre. Check him out on "Duerme." and "Suavecito". 
After listening to this album. you'll keep saying to yourself "Encore. En · 
core·· Like the title of the album implies. Conjunto Libre "Tiene Calidad." 
fire marshals would've seen all those 
dancing bodies in the aisles, the Felt 
Forum would never be allowed to 
book smoking dance bands again. 
That was in tum followed with a 
disco mix of "Dance, Dance Dance," 
people were gasping for air by now, 
Chic had put their spell on the 
audience. Thank God there was no 
second encpre, or the Madison 
Square Garden ir'lfirmlhy would\le · · 
been full of dehydrated dancers. 
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Me Nobody Knows; 
. 
Still RUnning Strong 
by Vicky Goldstein 
Bronx Community College 
Theatre Workshop will present three 
performances of the award·winning 
play, The Me Nobody Knows, 
under a special grant from the Bronx 
Council on the Arts . 
On Saturday, May 20, the theatre 
group will present two per· 
formances . at 2:30p.m. at 8 p.m .. in 
the college's Hall of Fame 
Playhouse, University Avenue and 
West 181 Street, The Bronx. 
Admission is $1 and everyone is 
welcome. 
The third performance will be at 
the Little Red Schoolhouse on Dyer 
Avenue and 235th Street, The 
Bronx. This performance will take 
place outdoors and admission is 
free . 
The Me Nobody Knows 
opened off-Broadway in 1970 and 
won the Obie award as Best Musical 
of the Year. It moved to Broadway 
where it enjoyed a two· year run. 
Based on the best·selling book, 
the play is a culmination of the 
thoughts and fantasies of New York 
ghetto children, ages seven to 17 . 
Their experiences of love. joy, 
frustration and depression, as well 
as fulfillment . are told through the 
writings and songs composed by the 
youngsters. "If I Had a Million" is one 
of the popular tunes from the show. 
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Police Cadet, 
Nurse, Artist 
by David Ortiz 
Jamaal lben Pete, is a 27 year old 
Bronx native who paints fantastic 
detailed expressionistic pictures of 
Muhammad Ali, while studying to 
become a nurser here at BCC. 
The Muhammad Ali paintings are 
certainly good sellers, but Jamaal 
has other interests in life that keep 
him wanting to strive. 
"I paint the Ali pictures because 
they keep me financially solvent," 
said Jamaal in his low pitched voice. 
"So far I've sold 35 Ali paintings." 
After studying commercial art at 
the High School of Art & Design, 
Jamaal felt it wasn't his type of art. 
"I hated having to seduce a person 
through my art ," he added. "That's 
all Madison Avenue is; a bunch of 
sophisticated con artists, and the 
best too!" reflected Jarnaal with a 
smUe. 
His father was a cop, so he 
decided to foUow the same route to 
social acceptance. In 1969, he was 
accepted as a cadet at the New York 
Police Academy. For two torturous 
years , Jamaal attended the 
academy. 
All the while, he was still doing 
what he did best, draw. "I would 
draw people on the subways; people 
thought I was crazy," said Jamaal 
rather amusingly. "One time I didn't 
have any paper or pencil, so I used 
the charcoal of my cigarette filter 
along with a paper bag to draw a 
portrait of this derelict ," said the 
former police trainee. 
In 1971 , Jamaal left the Police 
Academy. "I couldn't live the 
regimentated life of an officer of the 
law," he stated as his reason for 
leaving the Academy. 
"I came to BCC to study nursing, 
after doing seve~al odd jobs for a 
living," he said while reflecting on his 
reasons for coming to BCC. "But, I 
don't think I want to be a nurse. I'd 
rather spend my time in front of a 
canvas than in front of a 'vital signs 
sheet. " 
Jamaal finds BCC to be a very 
artistic campus. He currently is 
donating his skills to the gameroom 
in the Gould Student Center, where 
·he will paint a mural on the room's 
wall. The Student Association is 
paying for the supplies and Jarnaal is 
asking that students bring pictures 
of themselves to G.S.C. Room 314, 
so they can be part of the mural. 
A show at Bliss Building is In the 
making for next term, but right now 
he'll just try to be the next "Norman 
Rockwell." 
Faculty Profile 
Rqfael Velado more glamorous life of working/or 
Professor Maureen O'Riordan one of the big elght/lrm• o/tPAs, 
i has been a faculty member at she replied that she Is m(jre in-
B.C.C. for the /)(Ut ten years and terested In earning her l tl&llng 
holds the rank of ai.ociate where she can "be of serdice to 
profeSBor. She teaches ac- others than in helping create 
counting and other subjects In the profits" -not that she Is opposed 
department of businets and to the profit motive for others. 
commerce where she is the only Her Interests include the 
female full-time teacher. theatre, travel, and sports, and 
ProfeSIIor O'Riordan received her she helps to raise funds for WNET 
education In thr~e different channel 13. Quutioned about 
countries. After spending most of how she feels about being the only 
her primary and secondary years female full-time teacher in her 
as a pupil at the Ursuline Convent department, she sold "this is 
in Cork, she attended University . nothing new for me, and It has 
College Cork (Notional University never brought me any special 
of Ireland) receiving a diploma in rewards nor would I wont any. In 
Commerce. Later she attended fact, as with most women and 
the prestigious London School of minorities according to official 
Economics and Political Science . published statistics, we have 'had 
on a much covet~d acholarshlp to be better qualified to survive in 
and graduated with a B.Sc a still white male dominated · 
(Economics) honors degree. profession. One h01 to have lots 
Among the many other illultrlow of self-conftdence and t~naclty­
stud~nt3 and alumni of that the same qualltletl exhort my stu-
famous school were John F. dents to develop." 
K~nnedy, Daniel P. Moynihan, 
Senator from New York, and 
former CUNY Chancellor Bowker 
to name but a few. She earned an 
M.B.A. Degree from New York 
University Graduate School of 
BuslneSII Administration. 
Prof. O'Rlordan has worked in 
the business field In four dfjferent 
countries including Nassau, Ba-
hamas, where she was a senior 
aSIIistant for Peat, Marwick, 
Mitchell and Company, the In-
ternational Public Accountants 
before she decided to enter the 
field of education. She is a trained 
Asked what she would change 
at B. C. C. 1/ she could, her first 
response was "Politics ... we 
diminished our stature as 
professionals by playing the game 
of politics. In education above any 
other field, we should expect a 
merit system. Secondly, she feels 
B.C.C. should make a firm 
commitment to finding jobs for 
students by doing an all-out P.R. 
job. This would be by far the best 
way to increase enrollment ... 
both students and employers 
would beat a path to our door." 
teacher having been taught with ~ Professor O'Riordan is a very 
regular license in accounting in idealistic person who is dedicated 
New York City high schools. She to her job a'Jd spares no effort in 
also taught in the Brooklyn Edu- making herself available to help 
cational Opportunity center in her students (past, present and 
Bedford-Stuyvesant. When asked future) in any way she can and she 
why she chose teaching over the . is a source of inspiration to us all. 
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A LAWRENCE GORDON i BURT REYNOLDS Production 
BURT REYNOLDS in . 
"THE END" DOM DeLUISE· SALLY FIELD· STROTHER MARTIN • DAVID STEINBERG 
and JOANNE WOODWARD as Jess1ca • Guest Stars : NORMAN FELL· MYRNA LOY 
KRISTY McNICHOL· PAT O'BRIEN • ROBBY BENSON as The Priest 
CARL REINER as Dr.Maneet Music by PAUL WILLIAMS Executive Producer HANK MOONJEAN 
Written by JERRY BEI.SON Produced by LAWRENCE GORDON 
Directed by BURT REYNOLDS 
Coming Soon To A Theatre Near You! 
·The Registrar 
Says ... 
Monday, May 15 through Friday, May 27, 1978 
Early Registration for F all1978 
Wednesday, May 31, 1978 
Last Day of Classes- Spring 1978 
Friday;June 2 through Thursday, June 8, 1978 
Final Examinations- Spring 1978 
Tuesday, June 13 arid Wednesday, June 14, 1978 
Registration for Summer 1978 
Monday, J.une 19,1978 
First Day of Classes for Summer 1978 
Friday, July 28, 1978 
Last Day of Classes for Summer 1978 
Monday, July 31, 1978 
Final Examinations for Summer 1978 
Monday, August 28 through Tuesday, September 5, 1978 
Registration for Falll978 
Thursday, September 7, 1978 
First Day of Classes- Fall1978 
Reward for the return of a 
female white toy poodle. 
Vicinity of 202nd Street 
& Grand Concourse. 
No questions asked. 
933-3425 
The Sci-Fi Clubs of Bronx 
Community College and Lehman 
Col. present "FANTASY NITE" 
on Sunday May 14 from 7:30 
PM to 12 Midnight featuring the 
films "Jason and the Argonauts" . 
and "Barbarella". Plus the "Three 
stooges'', the Little Rascals and 
Cartoons. The place to be May 
14th is Lehman College , Carmen 
Hall Basement, Room 34. Dona· 
lion $1.00. 
May 11,1978 
·· Brillant Perfo-..,... 
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Carol Green 
by Leisa Jones 
For four nights the BCC Modem Wendel Love, was expressed in 
Dance Club captivated capacity unison, love, joy and harmony. 
audiences with their lOth Anni..tal Other numbers included in the 
Modem Dance Concert entitled "A program were, "Carribean Suite", 
Decade of 'Dance" "Secret of Life", "Spirit", "Night 
The Communicator 
B.C.C. Spring 
Concert Set 
The Bronx Community and 
College Symphony Orchestra will 
present its annual Spring concert on 
Sunday, May 21, at 3 p.s. in the 
College's Gould Memorial Library 
Auditorium, University Avenue and 
West 181 Street, The Bronx. 
Admission is free and the public is 
welcome. 
Under the direction of Professor 
Louis F. Simon of the College's 
Department of Music and Art, the 
orchestra will present "Prelude, 
Chorale and Fugue" by Bach and 
Abert, Tchaikowsky's "Rococo 
Variations," and Beethoven's 
"Symphony No.5." 
Cellist Pamela Frame will be the 
guest artist. She has been the soloist 
with the Rochester Philhannonic 
and the Basel Philharmonic. Ms. 
Frame has been invited to par· 
ticlpate in major music festivals such 
as the Casals Festival and the 
Marlboro._ Music Festival. She 
performs with the New York Piano 
Trio, winner of the Artists In-
ternational Com~ition this year, 
and she teaches at the College' of 
New Rochelle. . 
The orchestra was founded; in 
1964 by Bronx Community Coll~ge 
to involve the entire population' of 
the Bronx in fine music. 
The first dance, "The Celebran.ts", W~" . . · "L~t'~ . · K~J? .. ~~ncinS:,: Prof~~sor Simon has conducted 
introduced each dancer ' with a A'hiU,to-me-no-.me-non ; DeParture , . · the ' C!tch~stra sin&< its inception. 
colorful array of ·warmth and ·. "~reams ' o( Silence", ·. arid the Sponsored' . by · the' U.S. State 
frienqliness to the audience. In the "Finale of.Celebra~on.~ Department, he has performed in 
secon.d dance, "Where Have All My T~e :_. costumes::·· tha·t were worn . the U.S.S.R., Australia, HQng 
People Gone?'' Pamela Ric.e- r_nanife(ted 1he_ zeal all the ·dancers '. · Korg. Vietnam, Cambodia (where 
Randolph was the outstanding solo proposed~. The entire production, he' . ~eceived knighthood), Phuip· 
onstage. The group displayed _ a wi.~. 'the · aid of lighting designer, pines, Korea, Japan, and Eur~. 
terrifi£ image of people who ~~~.:..s tage manager, electrician, He has . record~ w.Drks- of liP"~·_; 
wanted to know, "Where the People technician, and all else Involved, temporary American composirs, 
Had Gone". made this a truly happy affair. I do and holds the post of conductor dnd 
"Duet", performed and hope you were there to delight in the musical director of the Hud~on 
chore(>grap~d by Carol Gr~ and very beayti~ ~ssence of it all. Vall€y Symphony. 
Los Kimbos Entrevistados En 
El Club Dominicano Por Carmen Artiles 
On May 4, 1978, I had the Domingo and dances. would use it to provide more en-
pleasure of interviewing two On May 5, 1978, the Dominican tertainment in the future . The 
members of the Dominican Club, Club spons<;>red a danCe at Bronx Domini~n Club hopes to plan 
Ciceron Jimenez President, and Community College cafeteria dances such as this .one every 
;Felix Mercik, Treasurer. . featuring Oreste Vilato ·. y los semester. 
My reasons for this interview were · Kirnbos.latterided this dar1ce ·and I I would like to give credit for the 
as follows: I had become acquainted .. !T!.ust _aclmtt it)·Y,~~ .~ui.!e _an ~nt. I work the Dominican Club is trying to 
with a few Dominicans ·and I beCame ·had an opportunity of socializing do · to ··. · the : following: · Clceron 
curious as to why was it that my and making new acquaintances. Jimenez, President, Betty Para, Vice 
being a Latino and student at Bronx President, Felix Mercik, Treasurer, 
Comn:tunity College I had not come : . The dance floor . was filled with MaQt~ Cebrew., Secretary and Prof. 
in touch with these people. before. 1 people from the outside;. ~ ~e~ tS: "'Pinto. ~Advisor. . 
found them to be no different than students from Bronx Community . While interviewing these two 
rilyself and very:n1Cepeoj)~.: . College. gentl!!r;nelt. U~ed that they were · 
I become curl~ as t?'·what their ~ ; It se~med everypn~ . the~e_. ,';"as -~ , no ~i~f~e.n~ , _t~an you a!"d myself. · 
club was all abQ!,'l.t .' . · f~ntasttc dancer, everyone seel1)ec;l . They are .strivtng for the better of 
· to be really enjoying themselves, themselves. · 
I would Iil<e to share with the even ·the musicians while they We ask YOIJ .Latino's why is it that 
readers of the Communicator and played. the ·Latin pe6ple here at Bronx do 
other fellow students what I Los Kimbos were dynamite and not unite themselves in order to help 
discovered. Upon talking to Ciceron the crowd w~s just right. As soon as each other. 
Jimenez and Felix Mercik, I learned los Kimbos began to play the dance We need a bilingual program here 
that the Dominican Club was a floor would be filled. There was at Bronx Community College. Many 
Cultural Club and not . a political dancing even in the aisles . If you did of our students here at Bronx who 
club. Its goals are to teach his panics not attend this dance, you really are on probation are his panics. 
their cultures. The Dominican Club missed an event. They are on probation because 
is an organization of people striving Among the musicians performing language is a barrier. They are 
to better themselves towards that evening were two of our very having difficulties in their classes due· 
progress. It is an organization own students John Javier Kenton, to lack of understanding. And yet 
formed by intelligent and caring Bongos Cowbelts. and Coro Singer. they attend school in hopes to get a 
individuals , extending a hand to one Also Ruben Lebron trombone player better education. 
another with sincerity and brotherly and arranger. Ruben Lebron is a I have come across many in-
loye. music major. You will have the dividuals who complain to each 
This club was formed in 1973. opportunity of hearing him and other, but due to their lack of the 
. When this club was formed, there other musicians performing at the English language are hesitant to 
were not many Dominicans at· latin and Jazz Concert May 24, and speak out or search for help. 
tending Bronx Community College. 25. Announcements will be made at I for one am sure that my two 
Today, it is a mixture of Dominicans a later date. friends are speaking out for you 
students and ·other his panics Before this event took place, I had through this article. 
students who are striving for the asked Ciceron and Felix what the "~orque los Latinos no se unen 
same things. This club has spon- money gained from the dance would para ayudarse uno at otro"? "Que le 
sored events such as trips to Santo be for and I was told that the club has pasado at in teres humano"? 
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Free Trail Guide 
A hikers' information kit is once 
again available free of charge from 
the New York-New Jersey Trail 
Conference. The kit includes: 
-Information on where to hike, 
including a list of maps and guides to 
hiking in northern New Jersey and 
lower New York State; 
-A list of hiking clubs and how to 
join them; 
-Tips for beginners; 
-A flier describing the Con· 
ference and its work. 
The list and information can be 
obtained by writing the New York· 
New Jersey Trail Conference, P.O. 
Box 2250, New York, N.Y . . 10001. 
Please include 25C and two 13C 
stamps to cover postage and 
handling. 
The offer is a way of introducint 
hikers to the 700 miles of trails in 
this area, and to the Conference, the 
organization responsible for blazing 
and maintaining them. Founded in 
1920, the Conferenc~ has promoted 
hiking and conservation of forest 
lands for 58 years. The 700 miles of 
trails include the local section of the 
Applachian Trail, the Long Path, the 
trails arounq Bear Mountain, and 
many other systems stretching from 
Kent, Connecticut, to the Delaware 
Water Gap in New Jersey. 
Dracula is a Scream 
by Da~ Gooding 
Two. problems that plague most 
remakes of old horror pictures, are 
that they tend to lose their "classic 
heavi~ss" . and seem so moder· 
nized, they're no longer convincing. 
, Gerald Savory appeared not . to 
have these problems with the 
screenplay for, the latest Dracula 
movie. The movie was adapted from 
Bram Stoker~ 19th century 
masterpiece, which has been, on· 
stage and at the theat~es since 
192Z: . . . . .. 
The story takes place . in· England; 
with some remarkable shots of 
c~stlines, castles, . ~n~ ~erpetertes . ' 
Although. the sam'? sets were used · 
as .. !n atl .B,B.C. ,pros:fuct!ons, thi~ 
never detracted from a really fan -
tastic show. 
The speCial effects were also a 
treat. In one scene, the count's 
guest, Jonathan Harker, cuts 
himself shaving as Count Dracula 
watches. The filtn then switches to a 
negative shot, illustrating the Count 
in his infamous blood frenzy. 
When the British make a horror 
movie, they MAKE a horror movie, 
complete with all the blood and 
gore. Another scene depicted three 
beautiful witches eating a baby. Still 
another showed the pounding of the 
stake into the vampire's heart ac-
companied with hair-curling screams 
and the sounds of knives slitting 
throats. 
Louis Jordan, the romantic in· 
ternational film star, had the title 
role and gave to the Count an eerie 
and seductive character. He 
rationalized his obsession by saying, 
"For you it's wildlife and game. For 
me it's human blood. What's the 
f --
difference?" 
Frank Finlay, as Professor Van 
Helsing, was also quite good, but a 
bit callous. But then, how else 
should a veteran vampire killer . 
behave? 
Bosco Hogan as Jonathan 
Harker, the first prey of Dracula who 
escapes from the doomed castle, 
was excellent. Judi Bowker as her 
fiance, Susan Penhaligan as her 
sister Lucy, and Jack Shepherd as 
Renfield, the tormented servant of 
the Count, all gave exceptionally fine . 
performances. 
Mark Bums as Dr. Seward was a 
forgettable character the . film . really 
didn't · need and the casting of 
English actor Richard Bame~ as the 
Texan businessman Quincy 
Holmwood, was a horrible mistake. 
Unfortunately, Mr. Barnes' English 
;,ccent came through his fake Texan 
accent a bit too often . 
The three hour movie , however. 
was not all blood and gore, having 
it's moments of humor and 
thoughtfulness. For instance, after 
Dracula had served Jonathan his 
dinner, Dracula said, "Forgive me if I 
don't eat with you, but I've already 
dined." 
Later the three beautiful witches 
say to him in succession, "You never 
loved me. You never loved. You 
never love." Dracula then takes them 
in his arms and whispers sweet 
nothings into their ears, giving them 
a ' huffijn sacrifice in the process. 
Still later the Count has these 
famous words for his victim, "Lucy, 
you are ·nourishment to me." 
The movie was splendidly 
photographed and probably the !;lest 
version of this top notch thriller. 
